
SEAS – RE DRESS CODE

Staff, Catechists, Teacher Assistant’s, Students, and Parents,
who represent St. Elizabeth Ann Seton Catholic Church:

Please refer to these guidelines as you prepare for RE Classes

SHIRTS &BLOUSES: should appropriately cover the shoulder and fit
under the arm. They should not expose any part of the torso, including
cleavage, at any time. The straps on a sleeveless shirt must be at least 2
inches wide. For example, spaghetti strap shirts are unacceptable as well
as those that are too short to cover the abdomen and back when hands are
raised.

UNDERGARMENTS: may not be visibly exposed at any time.

PANTS & SHORTS: must be worn appropriately and may not present a
safety issue or distraction to self and/or others. They must adequately
cover the body at all times. Pants, shorts, or leggings must be free from
excessive holes or tears, not be “sagging”, should not be excessively short,
tight or revealing.

DRESSES & SKIRTS: must be appropriate in length- at least to the
knee.

BELTS: must be tucked into pant loops, not hanging.

HATS, CAPS or HEAD COVERINGS: may not be worn indoors.

FOOTWEAR: Students must wear shoes at all times. [Clean and must
not have an odor.] We urge parents to be certain that their children wear
footwear that is adequate to protect them from the elements and
playground scrapes and bruises.



GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR ALL:
 Cleanliness/physical hygiene is a must.
 Please keep hair appropriate.
 Clothing (T-shirts, etc.) may not have writing/advertising on them that

would be considered offensive.
 No excessively tight fitting clothing
 No other obvious body piercing is allowed.
 No gum or hats are allowed in the buildings.
 If males wear earrings, please only wear studs

Any garments such as shirts, tops, dresses, skirts, pants, overalls, shorts, etc. with
buttons, zippers, snaps, etc. must be worn buttoned, zipped, and/or snapped
appropriately. All clothing must be free of excessive holes or tears. Sheer/see through
garments of any kind are prohibited unless worn over appropriate clothing. Tight or
revealing clothing is also prohibited.

Any article of clothing which refers to alcohol, drugs or any act which is illegal or
hazardous to one’s health, or which in any way may be suggestive or be construed to
have a “double-meaning” may not be worn. Anything portraying offensive, suggestive,
derogatory, violent, sexual, cult-related pictures or writing may not be worn.

The type of dress, make-up, accessories, hairstyles or grooming displayed by the
student should not disrupt the classroom or campus environment, nor threaten the
safety, health or comfort of the student, fellow students or a staff member.


